Doctoral Dissertations

*Family Science*

**BREANNA L. DAVIS**  
*Advisor:* Mia Smith-Bynum  
*Dissertation:* Black, Male, and High-achieving: An Examination of a Risk Factor and Cultural Resources for Black Male Academic Achievement

**SHERYLLS Y. KAHN**  
*Advisor:* Leigh Leslie  
*Dissertation:* The Influence of Pre-Migration Factors and Post-Migration Climate of the Receiving Community on the Psychological Distress of Latina/o Immigrants

**YOONJOO LEE**  
*Advisor:* Sandra Hofferth  
*Dissertation:* Pathways to Adulthood and Their Precursors: Roles of Gender and Race

*Maternal and Child Health*

**ADA H. DETERMAN**  
*Advisor:* Sandra Hofferth  
*Dissertation:* A Influence of Family Characteristics and State Program Effectiveness on Report on Inadequate Care Among Families of Young Children with Hearing Loss

Master's Theses and Advanced Clinical Projects

**HALEY AXTON**  
*Advisor:* Carol Werlinich  
*Project:* Breaking Down Walls: ECBCT

**ALLISON MARIE BROWN**  
*Advisor:* Leigh Leslie  
*Project:* Structural Family Therapy with a Single Parent Family

**MARIAH GABRIELLA DILLARD**  
*Advisor:* Carol Werlinich  
*Project:* Strategic Therapy with a Latino Mother and Son

**KAITLIN NICOLE DOYLE**  
*Advisor:* Leigh Leslie  
*Thesis:* The Impact of Childhood Sexual Abuse on Later Parenting Self-Perceptions: The Moderating Effect of Family Support

**ANDREW LYNN JAMES**  
*Advisor:* Mona Mittal  
*Project:* A "United Front": The Use of Solution Focused Therapy to Promote Adaptive Parent-Child Interactions During Adolescence
MARJANNE AMANDA RENE KAMEKA  
Advisor: Carol Werlinich  
Project: Emotionally Focused Therapy: A Case Study

EMILY NUBERT LEAK  
Advisor: Carol Werlinich  
Project: Structural Family Therapy with: "Big Family"

SHYNEICE CHARDE PORTER  
Advisor: Mia Smith-Bynum  
Thesis: Preliminary Validation of a Measure of the Perception of a Shortage of "Marriageable" African American Men: A Study of Upwardly Mobile African American Women

STACEY SCHWENKER  
Advisor: Norm Epstein  
Project: Tango Emotionally Focused Therapy

SAMANTHA HABER STEININGER  
Advisor: Carol Werlinich  
Project: Emotionally Focused Therapy with Kara and Bart

KENDRA CLARK WOOLSTENHULME  
Advisor: Norman Epstein  
Project: Cognitive Behavioral Couples Therapy: A Case Study